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Congratulations to Tony Cliffe
East Midlands Lifter of the year
2011

Editors View

Welcome to all East Midlands powerlifters.
A somewhat smaller newsletter than normal due mainly to it being a quiet time of the
year in powerlifting terms
The East Midlands Unequipped Championships took place (just - in spite of deep
snow the night before) in Hitchin with some sound lifting from those who managed to
make it there (full report inside).
Yardley Gobion Club also hosted the British Bench Press Championships for the first
time, over two days and all went well even though the number of entrants was down
on previous years and several East Midlands lifters performed well – a report is
included.
The next few months see several major Championships taking place – The British
Juniors & Masters Championships in Coventry, the World Masters Bench Press in
Denver USA, the British Unequipped Bench press in Birmingham, the European
Senior Championships in the Ukraine and the World Open and Juniors Bench in
Pilzen, Czech Republic – good luck to all the East Midlands lifters involved in these.
Special congratulations go to Tony Cliffe who, after a great year was presented with
the East Midlands Lifter of the Year trophy at the British Bench and also to Jerry Rice
for qualifying as a GBPF referee and also gaining GBPF level 2 coach status – we
need more people to follow his example.
Thanks again to George Leggett and Paul Kerridge for their contributions to the
newsletter and I suppose to Allen Ottolangui for his competition report (he’s been
lying down ever since!!)
As always any views comments, articles, photos about clubs, individuals or indeed
anything would be welcome.
Good lifting.
Best Regards Steve Walker
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Calendar of National Events for 2012

Start Date

End Date

Event

View

24/03/2012

25/03/2012

British Master and Juniors

View

31/03/2012

31/03/2012

East Midlands Bench Press

View

07/04/2012

07/04/2012

Greater London Equipped Bench Press
Championships

View

07/04/2012

07/04/2012

Greater London Unequipped Bench Press
Championships

View

19/04/2012

22/04/2012

World Masters Bench Press Championships

View

22/04/2012

22/04/2012

Southwest Powerlifting Championships

View

28/04/2012

View

05/05/2012

06/05/2012

British Unequipped Bench Press Championships

View

08/05/2012

12/05/2012

European Powerlifting Championships (open)

View

19/05/2012

19/05/2012

YNEPF Seniors

View

20/05/2012

20/05/2012

GBPF SCOTLAND DIVISIONAL EQUIPPED AND
UNEQUIPPED

View

20/05/2012

20/05/2012

Lancs and Cheshire/NW unequipped

View

20/05/2012

20/05/2012

Welsh Powerlifting and Bench Press Championships

View

23/05/2012

27/05/2012

World Bench Press Championships (Open and
Juniors)

View

05/06/2012

09/06/2012

European Junior & Sub-Junior Powerlifting
Championships

South Yorkshire Unequipped Powerlifting
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View

12/06/2012

17/06/2012

IPF Classic Powerlifting World Cup (Unequipped)

View

07/07/2012

07/07/2012

YNEPF Unequipped

View

08/07/2012

08/07/2012

North Midland unequipped Championships

View

17/07/2012

21/07/2012

European Masters Powerlifting Championships

View

21/07/2012

22/07/2012

British Powerlifting Championships (Open)

View

04/08/2012

04/08/2012

Roses cup (Lancs vs. Yorks)

View

09/08/2012

11/08/2012

European Bench Press Championships (Open)

View

28/08/2012

02/09/2012

World Junior and Sub-Junior Powerlifting
Championships

View

08/09/2012

09/09/2012

British Unequipped Powerlifting Championships

View

14/09/2012

15/09/2012

Western European Cup

View

22/09/2012

23/09/2012

English Open Benchpress Championships

View

02/10/2012

07/10/2012

World Masters Powerlifting Championships

View

18/10/2012

20/10/2012

European Masters Bench Press Championships

View

29/10/2012

04/11/2012

World Powerlifting Championships (open)

View

03/11/2012

03/11/2012

YNEPF Benchpress Championship

View

17/11/2012

17/11/2012

YNEPF Open and Juniors Championships

View

02/12/2012

02/12/2012

NW Powerlifting championships

Calendar of Divisional Events currently confirmed
31/3/12 East Midlands Bench Press Championships Colchester
28/4/12 Anglian Open Championships Cambridge (date to be confirmed)
30/6/12 East Midlands Masters, Juniors & Novices Yardley Gobion
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East Midland Powerlifting Committee Contacts
Dave Tucker - 27, Gunhild Close, Cambridge CB1 8RD
Kevin Jane - kevin@kjane.fsbusiness.co.uk
Ian Finch (records) - Ian.Finch@rfsworld.com
Allen Ottolangui (Membership) - acc138@yahoo.co.uk
Pete Weiss - pweiss@02.co.uk
Stuart Hamilton - hamiltonsfitness@aol.com
Jenny Hunter - jenny@ced.co.uk
Steve Walker (Newsletter) – SJR.Walker@fsmail.net

EAST MIDLANDS UNEQUIPPED POWERLIFTING
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2012
This year’s East Midlands unequipped Championships were held at the Hitchin and
Letchworth Weightlifting Club, on a very wintry morning. The whole country woke
to find a deep covering of snow.
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We were unsure if the competition would even proceed but as true powerlifters
twelve of the twenty three competitors and five officials braved the elements so the
Divisionals went ahead.
To start in the 52Kg class was our very own Jenny (the man) Hunter. Jenny fought a
good second attempt 85Kg Squat but missed her third of 92.5Kg, a bit too heavy on
the day. It was a different story on the bench, Jenny took all three attempts finishing
with a comfortable 72.5Kg and there was definitely more there. On to the deadlift
and like the Squats Jenny found them hard going getting 140Kg on her second
attempt but missing 147.5Kg on her third to give her a 297.5Kg total and the title.

The 63Kg class saw a new name in Sarah King with some pretty impressive lifting.
A big opening squat of 150Kg was hard fought and successful but Sarah didn’t get
anymore. On the bench Sarah managed a solid 87.5Kg narrowly missing 90Kg.
An easy opener on the deadlift of 150Kg saw Sarah take a 20Kg jump to her second
of 170Kg then increasing that to 175Kg on her third and a new British Record,
giving her a 412.5Kg total and first place.
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Last of the women was Jackie (nice buns) Blasbery. As per usual Jackie showed her
experience (steady) by carefully selecting her attempts, getting all 3 squats and
finishing with a good 132.5Kg, then all 3 benches and 82.5Kg. Jackie missed her
third Deadlift after a good attempt which left her with 162.5Kg and a 375Kg total.
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On to the Men, firstly David Brown in the 59Kg class. Dave lifted excellently
getting 9 for 9, 92.5Kg Squat, 80Kg Bench and 132.5Kg deadlift giving him a
307.5Kg total and a deserved win. It’s good to see Dave still increasing at M3.

At 74Kg saw Steve Walkers hero Allen Ottolangui (yawn). Allen struggled today
(why does he think that’s unusual) only getting his opening attempts of 175Kg
Squat, then 110Kg Bench and 210Kg deadlift, completing a 495Kg total but Steve
still loves him (in his dreams.)

As we’re all bored of Allen’s rubbish lifting – here’s a picture of his ear instead!
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There were 2 lifters in the 83Kg class and second place went to Tom Rowell. Tom is
still a new comer to the sport and put up a respectable total of 412.5Kg, after lifting
a strong 150Kg squat, 82.5Kg bench, Tom’s foot slipped on his opening deadlift of
170Kg which meant he had to take it again then he went on to pull a strong 180Kg
with much more there for next time.

The winner of this class was Doug D’Hobbit. Doug nearly got 9 from 9 only
missing his third Bench but finishing with a 537.5Kg total and a British record
deadlift of 232.5Kg. I am sure there will be a lot more to come from Doug later in
the year at the British Championships.
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At 93Kg we again saw 2 lifters and in second place was another new lifter in
Michael Griss. After a shaky start on the squat with 140Kg Michael overcame his
nerves and managed 95Kg on the Bench and a 200Kg deadlift for a 435Kg total. I
am sure with a bit more experience we will see all Michaels lifts improve massively.

The first place title went to Matt Lines. Matt also relatively new to the sport started
well with a strong 172.5Kg squat, however Matt didn’t quite get the bench right on
the day only achieving his opener of 105Kg but came back strong on the deadlift
getting all 3 attempts and finishing with 205Kg and a 482.5Kg total.
The 105Kg class brought in the biggest battle of the day between old hand Andy
Rodney and the younger less experienced Edgaras Kreipavicius. Andy took a big
jump from his second attempt squat to his third of 230Kg which he missed leaving
him with 210Kg but Edgaras managed a 215Kg on his third which put him in lead
after the squat.
Both were evenly matched on the bench, Andy getting all 3 finishing with 155Kg
and Edgaras only taking 2 attempts but managing a hard fought 160Kg which put
Edgaras 10Kg up on the subtotal.
Andy went back into the lead after the opening deadlifts but he mysteriously missed
his second attempt and Edgaras went on to pull a strong third attempt of 260Kg.
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This meant that Andy, being the heavier man had to up his third attempt to 272.5Kg
to take the title and what a determined lift it was to get 3 white lights and a 637.5Kg
total beating Edgaras by 2.5Kg. Fabulous lifting by these two and good to see Andy
back on the platform after a long break, I am sure Edgaras will be training hard to
get his revenge next time.
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Andy Hutchings lifted unopposed in the 120Kg class, 3 solid attempts on the squat
left him with 205Kg then he followed this up with a 140Kg bench. Andy pulled a
solid 230Kg deadlift on his second attempt then took a big jump to 255Kg for his
third knowing he had nothing to lose but it wasn’t there on the day but I am sure we
will see Andy pulling this soon.

After all of the uncertainty of the comp going ahead it was good days lifting. I
would like to thank Jerry (the elbow) Rice, Pete (during the war) Weiss, John (the
bench) Bevan, Kevin (been around forever) Jane and last but not least Steve (I can’t
lift anymore cause it hurts but I will leave it to my hero and lover Allen Ottolangui)
Walker for reffing. Also my brother Dave Ottolangui for MC ing, Martin Smith for
scoring, the loaders for the day Steve (monkey boy) Gates, Chris (trains everyday)
Anderson, Mandeep and Kuldeep (the noland twins), and the lad from the audience
who I have no idea of his name, and lastly Nita who turned up to do the food for us.
See you all at the next one.
(Steve Walkers only and legendary friend)
Allen Ottolangui
Thanks as usual to Allen for the report – the dementia is obviously getting worse!
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Championship East Mids Unequipped powerlifting champs
Age

Name

B/W class

Women

52Kg

M2

52

Venue Letchworth

Squat

Date 5 / 2 / 2012

B/W Class/s all

Bench Press

75

85

92.5

150

152.5

78.5

112.5

122.5

59Kg
57.9
74Kg

85

74

Dead Lift

Total

65

70

72.5

130

140

147.5

297.5

80

87.5

90

150

170

175

412.5

132.5

70

77.5

80

152.5

162.5

172.5

375

90

92.5

75

80

82.5

122.5

127.5

132.5

307.5

175

190

190

105

110

210

220

Jenny Hunter
63Kg

Snr

61.4
Sarah King
84Kg

M1

Jackie Blasbery

M3

Men

M2

David Brown

495

Allen
Ottolangui
83Kg

Doug D’Gama

82.2

140

160

172.5

120

132.5

137.5

205

225

232.5

537.5

M2
U23

Tom Rowell

130

140

150

75

82.5

87.5

170

170

180

412.5

Snr
Snr

Matt Lines
Michael Griss

80.2
93Kg
90.7
88.9

160
140

172.5
150

175
150

105
90

112.5
90

112.5
95

190
180

202.5
200

205
207.5

482.5
435

M1
Snr

Andy Rodney
Edgaras
Kreipavicius

105Kg
105
104.2

180
200

210
200

230
215

140
152.
5

150
160

155

240
220

260
240

272.5
260

637.5
635

Snr

Andy Hutchings

120Kg
113.4

180

190

205

130

140

145

220

230

255

575

Side Referee_ Jerry Rice
G = Guest Lifter

Centre Referee

Kevin Jane __ _

_Side Referee _Pete Weiss _ _ _

br = British Record
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The British Bench Press Championships
This year’s Championships were held at Yardley Gobion Powerlifting Club over
the weekend of 11th & 12th February with all lifters competing in both the Open
Championships and their own specific age group so two medals were up for
grabs to all lifters.
Despite a lower number of entries than in previous years there were still a
respectable number of East Midlands lifters (thirteen) taking part.

First off was Megan Ainsworth lifting in the 43kg Junior class getting all 3
attempts passed and finishing with 60kg and 1st place at a bodyweight of only
38.6kg.

Next was Natalie Blake in the 52kg class taking only one lift of 90kg to win the
open title.

Adam Alderman lifted a tremendous 135kg, narrowly missing 140kg to take the
59kg open title at a bodyweight of only 47.75 kg. Dave Brown was second in
the open with 3 good lifts finishing with 92.5kg taking the Masters 3 title as
well.
It was all or nothing for Lee Meachen in the 74kg, Lee going straight in at
177.5kg but missing this and deciding to leave it at that for today – it should be
there soon though.

The 93kg class saw some massive attempts with James Jeffries, Ian Wells and an
improving Ian Kinghorn all lifting in the open and their own age groups. James
made light work of his 242.5kg opener and then went straight to 300kg, only
half a kilo under the World Masters record and a new British Open record.
However it wasn’t quite there today and James had to settle for the overall title
and thoughts of his next assault on the record.
Ian Wells looked ripped and strong and opened on 220kg – I think his highest
ever opener but all 3 lifts were the same and he couldn’t lock out so no total
today.

Ian Kinghorn went well making his opener and second of 205kg with 215kg
being a bit too much today but he seems to be getting his form and confidence
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back in time for the World Masters later this year – he finished 2nd overall and
1st in the Masters 1 class.
Pinda Singh won the 105kg class with his 1st lift of 240kg, narrowly missing
270kg twice and Paul Kerridge got second in the Masters 3 class with 130kg
although he only weighed 93.2kg so not sure if that was an error or planned.
Finally on to the big boys in the 120kg class, Tony Cliffe winning with 3 well
planned and executed attempts finishing with 282.5kg and Stewart Cowan
continuing to improve every time with 207.5kg to win the Masters 1 title at
only 108.4kg bodyweight. The evergreen (if enlarging) Bob Baxter came
second in the Masters 3 class and breaking the Commonwealth Masters 3
unequipped record with 143kg.

So well done to all concerned and thanks to the officials, loaders, helpers and
audience for making it a great weekend. I didn’t manage to get any photos of
the actual lifting due to other commitments but there were also an excellent
pigging out Championships running which were caught on camera for the
record so you can see these instead!!

An easy first attempt from local boy Mick Tapp on the chocolate cake took him
into an early lead
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Not to be outdone, Stuart (Max Thrust) Danvers, piled on the pounds with an
effortless bucket of chilli (he was later disqualified for wearing an illegal table
cloth as a bib)

Years of experience showed with Mick’s second and third attempts to take the
title (and anything else vaguely edible!!)
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The 2012 British Pie Eating Champion looking rather smug (and bloated)

A special thanks to Pete Weiss who kindly painted the skirting boards the day
before
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There’s always someone acting his age!!

(PS competition T Shirts size large and upwards
to XXXL are still available – contact the editor if
you are interested).
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GBPF – Merchandise Price List
Masters
GBPF

T - Shirts
£11.00
T – Shirts
£9.00
Vests
£8.00
Caps
£7.50
Beanies
£7.00
Polo Shirts
£10.00
Sweat Shirts
£14.00
Hoodies
£15.00
Fleece Jackets
£20.00
Refs white collar shirts
£15.00
Refs ties National or Divisional £10.00
Long Socks S,M,L.
£6.50
Bags
£6.50
East Midlands (GBPF) T-shirts
£8.00
All prices exclude postage. Contact Kevin Jane to order any
merchandise on 07887903104 or Kevin@kjane.fsbusiness.co.uk
Please send any comments, letters or articles for the Newsletter to
Steve Walker @ SJR.Walker@fsmail.net or ring on 07710 138171
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Thanks again to Paul Kerridge for this article
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Star Performer – Jerry Rice

Congratulations to Jerry Rice on passing his GBPF referees exam and reffing for the first
time at the East Mids Unequipped despite the snow.
Jerry has also gained a coaching level 2 accreditation from the GBPF
Anyone else interested in becoming a referee should contact Dave Tucker (contact editor for
Dave’s details)
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East Midlands Powertlifting Association – Minutes of 2011 Annual General meeting.
Meeting took place at Moulton College, Northants 29/1/2012 and opened at 11.30am
1. Members present; Jenny Hunter, Peter Weiss, Ian Finch, Dave Tucker, Allen Ottolangui,
Dave Brown, Kevin Jane
2. Apologies; Steve Walker
3. Minutes of the previous AGM were accepted - Proposed Pete Weiss, Seconded Dave Tucker
4. Officer reports; Jenny presented the detailed accounts for the year with the current balance
standing at £1,082.39 with no outstanding amounts. The Secretary produced a written report
(attached)
5. Election of Officers;
Position
President
Hon. Secretary
Chairman
Treasurer
Membership registrar
Technical Secretary
Records officer
Drug liaison Secretary
Powerlifting Secretary
Web site Manager
Safe Guarding Officer
English Powerlifting
representative
Newsletter Editor
Assistant Technical secretary

Officer
Dave Tucker
Kevin Jane
Pete Weiss
Jenny Hunter
Allen Ottolangui
Dave Tucker
Ian Finch
Kevin Jane
Pete Weiss
Jenny Hunter
Kevin Jane
Pete Weiss
Steve Walker
Pete Weiss

Meeting Closed at 12.05pm
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East Midlands Powertlifting Association – Minutes of committee meeting of 29/1/2012.
Meeting took place at Moulton College, Northants and opened at 12.10pm
1. Members present; Jenny Hunter, Peter Weiss, Ian Finch, Dave Tucker, Allen Ottolangui,
Dave Brown, Kevin Jane
2. Apologies; Steve Walker
3. Matters arising from previous meeting (26th November 2011)
a). ANGLIAN OPEN – The secretary had been in contact with Nigel Burgess who is willing to
stage the Anglian Open again this year at his club in Cambridge. The committee suggested the
28/4/2012 which will need confirmation in due course. No decision on a date for the Anglian
Bench Press has been forwarded from Stuart Hamilton although still expected to be held in
Colchester in September/ October.
b). Records - Ian had produced an up to date list of divisional records for both equipped and
unequipped lifting which will be displayed on the web site and updated every quarter.
c). Lifter of the year award – the Secretary had contacted Cliff Hayes re returning the award in
time for presentation to Tony Cliff at the first opportunity in the 2012 calendar.
4. All England- the date for this year’s competition was agreed as the 4/5 August 2012 at Moulton
College, Northampton.
5. Website – Stuart Hamilton had not sent apologies to the meeting and was not currently a paid
up GBPF member so it was not sure as to whether he intended to stay on a web master.
The committee elected Jenny to take over this position which was discussed at length as it was felt
that the Division was likely to benefit from having direct control over a website and hopefully as a
consequence develop it to become a financial asset to the division.
Jenny will look into the cost of setting this up and a likely time scale.
6. A.O.B.
a). Committee meeting dates-*April 28th at Cambridge
July 21st Yardley Gobion
November 25th Letchworth
Meetings to be held after the championships held on these dates. * date still to be confirmed
b). Dave pointed out the 50% increase in the referees exam fees.
c). The committee need to define the term ‘Novice’ prior to this year’s Junior, novice and masters
competition, and how entries for the Novice section can be monitored.
Meeting closed at 12.35pm
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So who guessed that this cheeky chappy was of course Pete Weiss
(he was a lot taller in those days!!)
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So who do you think this young Olympic boxing hope is??
(The one holding the shield)

Answer next issue
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